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Report summary
In 2018, the council passed a difficult four-year financial strategy under the pressure of £38 million
of savings due to cuts from central government. Since then, there has been a deepening of the
Brexit uncertainty, the scrapping of a longer term Spending Review in favour of a series one off
funding announcements for the coming year, as well as the uncertainty about the future of the
London’s Business Rates pilot which was supposed to be the future direction of local government
funding.
Once again, the Council are developing our four-year financial strategy at a time when we only
have funding certainty from central government for the first year. At a time of such huge
uncertainty, we need to manage our finances prudently to ensure we can continue to fund the core
services our residents rely on.
Austerity is far from over. Small rises in the cash limit for the coming year do not mitigate the actual
spending need in areas like special educational needs, school funding and social care. Over the
next four years, rising demand and further government cuts means the council must find a further
£6m.
Despite the scale of the challenge, the council’s Medium-Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) focuses
on protecting most front-line services from major cuts and identifies the bulk of savings from new
income. In particular, the main focus will be on raising income within Residents Services and
savings from back office functions.
This is in line with what Lambeth residents told us they wanted to see from the council in the 2018
MTFS consultation. In addition, we have listened to residents who told us they wanted to see
increased investment in tackling violence that affects young people, in providing opportunities for
young people and in tackling climate change.
We are revising our Medium-Term Financial Strategy in a period of unprecedented uncertainty; the
expected four-year Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) did not take place, instead a one-year
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Spending Round was announced by the Chancellor in September. Major reforms such as the Local
Government Fair Funding Review, as well the national business rates retention deal have been
postponed until 2021/22. In addition, we still await the Green Paper on adult social care originally
promised for this December but is now to be advised. The council reported in the July Finance
Planning Report an updated position on the MTFS since the Budget Report in February 2019. This
report updates that position following the most recent Spending Round.
All sixteen 75% Business Rates Retention Pilot Pools are not continued into 2020/21, including the
London pool. However, all 34 London authorities have agreed to continue to pool business rates
on 67% retention basis in preparation for the expected move to full 75% retention in the following
year.
In his Spending Round announcement in September, the Chancellor extended many of the one-off
funding from 2019/20 into 2020/21, as well as additional funding for social care. Local Government
will have access to more than £3.5bn of additional funding in 2020/21 of which the estimated
London share is £540m-£580m. Core spending power will increase by 4% real terms, an increase
of almost £400m in London. We expect to receive the provisional settlement for 2020/21 in
December, with the final settlement confirmed in late January. We will make any necessary
changes to out MTFS as a result of the announcement in the Budget Report to Cabinet in February
2020.
Finance summary
This whole report concerns the Council’s financial position.
Recommendations
Medium Term Financial Strategy
(1)

Approve the Council’s Medium-Term Financial Strategy as set out within this report;

(2)

Note the continued uncertainty regarding elements of government funding, price and
demand pressures and the need to ensure that budgets set each year are sustainable
during the settlement period to 2023/24 and beyond;

(3)

Note the current funding gap of £6.001m for 2020/21 to 2023/24 and how we have reduced
this gap through brought forward savings and new proposed savings, which are detailed
within section 2;

(4)

Approve the principle of a 5-year planning cycle for capital with overall budget agreed for
each delivery area.
Financial Management

(5)

Note the financial position of the Council’s budget in 2019/20 and the actions in place to
balance it over the period;

(6)

Note the revised total of £386m for the three-year Capital Investment Programme 2019/20
to 2021/22 as described in section 4 and summarised in Appendix 2, and with how the
programme is financed within Appendix 3.
London Business Rates Pool
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(7)

Approve in principle to the creation of the London Business Rates Pool for 2020/21;

(8)

Delegate authority to the Chief Finance Officer in conjunction with the Cabinet Member for
Finance to agree the operational details of the pooling arrangements with the participating
authorities.
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1. Context
Local Government Funding
1.1

Councils across the country have expressed deep concern to central government about the
continued impact of these cuts in funding. The cross-party Local Government Association
has warned that local government in England faces an overall funding gap of almost £8bn
by 2025. Its latest paper setting out the case for a new settlement for local councils
highlighted the urgency in addressing the pressure in adult social care totalling £3.6bn by
2024/25, the need to close the growing gap for children’s services of £3.1bn and to review
high needs funding for those with special educational needs and disabilities.

1.2

The broad economic outlook from the Office of Budget Responsibility (OBR) is one of low
growth in the gross domestic product (GDP) to 1.4% for 2020. There may be further
downward adjustments as the economy contracted by 0.2% between April and June of
2019, the first time the economy has contracted since 2012. Whilst local government
funding is due to grow by 4% real terms for 2020/21, between 2010 and 2020 central
government funding to local government is due to reduce by 63% in real terms. Brexit is
occupying the full capacity of the government and will continue to do so leaving little scope
for the public sector challenges facing local government. Some short-term fixes have been
announced but the reform required has not been given the attention it deserves.

1.3

The new CSR promised for the four years 2020/21 to 2023/24 was postponed by one year
in favour of a single year Spending Round for 2020/21. The CSR is still expected to include
the outcome from the Local Government Fair Funding Review as well as the national
business rates retention deal which sees increased reliance on local taxation. In addition,
we still await the Green Paper on Adult Social Care, delayed until next year.

1.4

In his Spending Round announcement in September, the Chancellor extended many of the
one-off funding from 2019/20 into 2020/21, as well as additional funding for social care. We
expect to receive the provisional settlement for 2020/21 in December, with the final
settlement confirmed in late January. We will make any necessary changes to out MTFS as
a result of the announcement in the Budget Report to Cabinet in February 2020.

1.5

Whilst, the Spending Round provided greater clarity on funding to the end of 2020/21 but
there remains uncertainty around our funding position in the medium term. We need a
prudent and realistic basis to work from, so in our current MTFS we have modelled future
Government funding to remain constant over our MTFS period. Therefore, it needs to be
understood that the funding figures we are currently working to are indicative only, and
likely to change as we get closer to the CSR year. However, we ensure our MTFS is
organic and each year we update the MTFS to capture changes in funding and any new
pressures which have arisen.
Chancellor Spending Round Announcements

1.6

In his Spending Round announcement in September, the Chancellor extended many of the
one-off funding from 2019/20 into 2020/21, as well as additional funding for social care. The
main announcements were:
•

Local government will have access to more than £3.5bn of additional funding in
2020-21 (we estimate £3.8bn) and the estimated London share is £540-580m.

•

Core Spending Power will increase by 6% (4% in real terms): an increase of almost
£400m in London.
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•

SFA will increase in line with the business rates multiplier (i.e. CPI inflation) next
year (the Government estimate is 2.1%) – the London increase will be £56m.

•

Negative RSG will continue uprated by the multiplier (three boroughs will receive
this in London).
£1bn of new grant funding was announced for adult and children’s social care (to be
distributed using the adult social care relative needs formula) London boroughs will
receive £160m.

•

•

All the existing grant funding within core spending power (including for adult social
care and new homes bonus) is expected to continue.

•

An Adult Social Care Precept of 2% as well as main Council Tax referendum limit of
2% in 2020-21. If Lambeth chooses to apply the precept, the additional council tax
generated will be £2.5m.

•

Public Health Grant will increase by around £90m nationally (2.8%). The increase
for London boroughs is estimated to be around £18m.

•

Overall schools funding will increase by £2.6bn in 2020-21 rising to £7.1bn by
202223m. This includes a £700m increase in the High Needs block.

•

The following were also announced with no indication yet of distribution:
o An extra £54m to reduce homelessness and rough sleeping
o A £40m increase in Discretionary Housing Payments
o The continuation of the Troubled Families programme but the overall
amount is not yet confirmed.
o £24m for the Building Safety Programme for fire safety.
o £66m increase in Early Years funding
o £400m increase in FE funding
o £30m increase in Air Quality funding.

1.7

Where existing 2019/20 social care funding streams (winter pressures grant and social care
support grant) were confirmed to roll forward into 2020/21. For Lambeth, this means
£6.22m will again be available in 2020/21 for winter pressures and social care.

1.8

The 2019/20 allocation was treated as one-off funding, and was not built into 2019/20
budgets, but instead this funding is available to adult social care to offset related
expenditure pressures. With commitment from central government to address the long-term
pressures in adult social care, this funding will be built into to budgets from 2020/21 but is
not expected to fully resolve long term pressures in this area.

1.9

A further £1bn of funding in 2020/21 for adults and children’s social care was also
announced. The technical consultation for the Local Government Settlement was released
on 3 October and suggests the grant will not be ring fenced and no restriction on the split
between adults’ and children’s social care. Early indications suggest Lambeth’s share of
this funding will be £6.76m, with the split being within our remit to decide. Further work is
required to decide upon the allocation between Adult and Children’s social care services,
the results of which will be reported in the budget report to Cabinet in February. Whilst this
new one-off funding is welcome and will help ease short term budget pressures, it will not
resolve the issue of social care funding for the long term.
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1.10

In addition, the High Needs funding for schools and colleges was increased by £700m,
Lambeth share is £4.2m. Funding relating to provisions for Special Educational Needs have
been under pressure for some time with shortfalls funded from DSG reserves. This funding
will allow us to balance the requirements for 2020/21 year but does not address longer term
issues in this area.

1.11

The Chancellor also announced a real terms increase in the Public Health Grant (CPI plus
1%) and the NHS contribution the Better Care Fund will increase in line with the planned
additional investment in the NHS (3.4%)

1.12

New House Bonus is an incentive to local authorities to encourage housing growth in their
areas. Currently, each year’s payment will also be paid in each of the next 3 years. These
legacy payments are due to be withdrawn beginning with the 2020/21 payment. This
change in policy will result in a decrease of £11.2m over the planning period.
Voluntary Contribution

1.13

The council is limited in its powers to raise revenue from council tax by central government
caps. Council tax is also not a progressive tax, as valuations are based on 1991 property
values. One suggestion that residents have made in recent years is to make it easier for
those who wish to contribute more to do so. The council is in early stages of exploring how
this would work and how best to spend or distribute funds to groups and projects that align
with residents’ priorities and achieve community benefits.

1.14

The Voluntary and Community Sector is supported by the council in a number of ways; by
the provision of accommodation at nil or low rents worth a current estimated value of some
£800k; long term leases at low values that enable groups to apply for external grant funding
as well as direct commissioning of services. An additional voluntary contribution would
allow further direct grant funding of voluntary organisations delivering services and activities
supported by the council.
Spending Power

1.15

Our spending power is made up of the Settlement Funding Assessment as well as Council
Tax. The pie chart below demonstrates the change in the funding mix over from this year to
the end of our current MTFS (2023/24):


The Revenue Support Grant (RSG) - this is no longer part of the cash limit in 2019/20.
This has been rolled into 75% Business Rates Retention with Lambeth being part of
the London Pilot Pool. However, with the end of the business rates retention pilot for
2020/21, we expect this to represent 11% of the cash limit for that year. This is
expected to be for one year only as a result of the reset of Business Rates retention
baselines due to take place in next year.



Council Tax income is 42% (£122.9m) of our 2018/19 core funding but forecast to be
46% (£143.0m) by 2023/24. It should be noted that within our MTFS we have assumed
growth of Council Tax at 1.99% increase in each year from 2020/21 to 2023/24 and the
application of a 2% social care precept in 2020/21. Alongside this we have also made
some assumptions on the general growth of the council tax base through this period.
This is subject to formal agreement in February 2020.



Business Rates Income - this is made up of our proportion of the business rates we
retain, a top-up from central government and an allocation of section 31 grants for
some business rates reliefs granted by Government - in total these are 51% (£141.4m)
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of our 2019/20 cash limit. This will fall to 48% (£146.2m) of the cash limit in 2023/24 as
a result of the reset of Business Rates retention baselines due to take place in next
year.


New Homes Bonus (NHB), has started to decrease over this period, in 2019/20 NHB
represents 2% of the cash limit (£8.0m). The technical consultation for the 2020/21
Settlement indicates that no new legacy payments will be paid for 2020/21 allocations
onwards. This change will result in the payment reducing to £1.8m in 2023/24, less
than 1% of the cash limit.



Better Care Funding (BCF) was introduced in the cash limit from 2017/18, and in
2019/20 it is 4% of the cash limit (£10.9m). The absolute value is expected to remain at
this level up to 2023/24, together with the Improved BCF allocation, this will represent
4% (£13.0m) of the cash limit in 2023/24.



Adult Social Care Support Grant, this has been awarded on a one-off basis since
2017/18 and has again been rolled forward into 2020/21. In 2019/20 this represents 1%
(£4.1m) of the cash limit. We expect this level funding to continue until at least 2023/24.
Table 1 Spending Power – Core Funding 2019/20 and 2023/24

1.16

Whilst our spending power is forecast to stay reasonably constant to 2023/24, albeit with
proportional changes, in real terms it is still reducing as the Financial Settlement does not
take account of rising costs. We must manage a number of funding pressures, which are
directly linked to demographic growth and demand led pressures within the borough.

1.17

Current government funding formulas do not take account of these pressures and are
therefore not accounted for within the Financial Settlement. The demand led pressures
within Adult Social Care, Children Services and Temporary Accommodation continue to
grow, and we have built assumptions around these key areas within our Medium Term
Financial Strategy, however, as we have seen in recent years the demand led pressures
continue to grow beyond assumptions.
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2. Proposal and Reasons
Borough Plan
2.1

The council has responded to absence of central government focus on the challenges
facing local government and the financial pressures placed on public services and has
coped well. Since the publication of the Borough Plan in 2016 the context in which the
public sector is operating has changed, including the decision to leave the European Union
and Lambeth’s declaration of a climate change emergency.

2.2

A review of the Borough Plan was reported Cabinet in July 2019 and set out the goals to
focus on over the next two years:





2.3

Enabling growth and development in the borough
Using the benefits of that growth to build community resilience
Reform the way we commission and deliver services with our partners to provide
and promote care and independence
Making Lambeth a place where people want to live, work and invest

How we will do it:






By tackling inequality. There are persistent inequalities of opportunity and outcome
in the borough and we will continue to challenge this, including by following the
recommendations of the Lambeth Equalities Commission.
By collaborating. Working with our communities and mobilising our partnerships will
enable us to achieve the best possible outcomes for Lambeth.
By being transparent. We need to promote trust and confidence so that we can work
together with our communities and our partners.
By delivering value for money. We must ensure that maximise our financial returns
and increase the sustainability of the local economy.

Medium Term Financial Strategy
2.4

The MTFS aims to provide relative protection to frontline services, recognising the extent of
savings and efficiencies achieved in previous years. We have worked to ensure that our
financial strategy supports the delivery of the Borough Plan and supports its goals by
ensuring we have a refined focus on our service provision for both vulnerable children and
adults; helping to bridge the inequality gap. In parallel, however, we must continue to focus
on our universal service provision to enable us to manage within the ever-decreasing cash
limit.

2.5

The financial strategy relies on the priorities in the Borough Plan to drive inclusive growth
and have strong and sustainable neighbourhoods. Lambeth must support inward
development because this provides funding for the Capital Investment Programme through
Community Infrastructure Levies (CIL) and S106 income, to further contribute to our
Borough Plan aspirations.
Moving to 5-year capital planning cycle

2.6

Historically capital receipts have been the primary funding source for capital projects but
going forward we expect to have much smaller amounts of capital receipts available and
therefore will need to use prudential borrowing to finance a proportion of the capital
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programme. This in turn means there will be a revenue impact to pay interest and to set
aside funds to repay the borrowing.
2.7

The MTFS has been updated to reflect this need to borrow and gives an indication on the
council’s borrowing capacity for the capital programme. This has been impacted by the
increase in the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) rate increase announced in October.

2.8

As we plan over a longer time horizon, delivery streams have provided their indication
capital requirements relating to existing assets and the capital needed to support inward
investment through contributions in priority areas such as affordable workspace and
housing and temporary accommodation.

2.9

By looking at available alternative funding such as grants, s106 or CIL for different delivery
streams, we can estimate the level of borrowing required to deliver all programmes.

2.10

Further work on the prioritisation of delivery streams will be carried out in the coming
months with the proposed capital programme for 2020/21 to 2023/24 to be included in the
budget report in February 2020.
Changes to the MTFS since July

2.11

From the balanced MTFS position reported in the February budget report, the MTFS was
updated to capture the changes in funding and expenditure pressures 2020/21 to 2023/24
and the new funding gap of £5.243m was reported to Cabinet in the 2019 July Finance
Planning Report.

2.12

The effects of the discontinuation of NHB legacy payments, building in borrowing capacity
for capital investment and other Spending Round announcements have increased the
funding gap to £6.001m.

2.13

Savings of £6.001m have been proposed and table 2 below sets out this summary position.
Work is ongoing to review opportunities for bringing savings forward and to further reduce
pressures in the light of current budget performance.
Table 2

Total Funding Gap as per MTFS
Total Proposed Savings

2020/21
£'000

2021/22
£'000

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£’000

TOTAL
2020-2024
£'000

2,866

1,843

292

1,001

6,001

(2,866)

(1,843)

(292)

(1,001)

(6,001)

0

0

0

0

0

Revised Funding Gap/(Surplus)

2.14

Table 3 below confirms the new savings proposed by directorate over the next four-year
planning period, and they have helped to achieve a balanced budget over the MTFS.
Table 3
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Net Revenue
Budgets
Adults and
Public Health
Children's
Services
Resident
Services
Sustainable
Growth and
Opportunity
No Recourse
to Public
Funds
Finance and
Investment
Legal and
Governance
Strategy and
Comms
Corporate
Items
TOTAL

2019/20
Budget
£’000

Saving
Proposals
2020/21
£’000

Saving
Proposals
2021/22
£’000

Saving
Proposals
2022/23
£’000

Saving
Proposals
2023/24
£’000

Total
Savings
Proposed
2020-24
£’000

Total
Savings
% of
2019/20
Budget

80,967

0

0

0

0

0

-

65,798

0

0

0

0

0

-

76,248

2,427

1,567

283

1,000

5,277

6.9%

2,376

59

66

9

0

134

5.6%

2,930

200

0

0

0

200

6.8%

6,994

180

210

0

0

390

5.6%

3,646

0

0

0

0

0

-

1,841

0

0

0

0

0

-

46,947

0

0

0

0

0

-

287,747

2,866

1,843

292

1,000

6,001

2.1%

Saving Proposals 2020/21 to 2023/24
2.15

In the preparation for saving proposals, we have protected areas

2.16

This report presents to Cabinet the saving proposals which help to address the £6.001m
funding gap, and the detail around these proposals can be found in Appendix 1, and a brief
outline is provided in the paragraphs below.
Resident Services net budget £76.248m, have proposed a total of £5.277m of savings
which is 6.9% of their budget.



Parking income £3.527m proposed savings, through improvements in service delivery
combined with a review of fees & charges with corresponding funding of services through
the parking account.



Waste Disposal £0.150m proposed savings, through an increased amount of waste being
recycled and avoiding landfill and associated costs.



Landlord Licencing £0.600m proposed savings, through a review of the service and
benchmarking against of other local authorities’ licencing schemes.



Commercial Opportunities £1.000m proposed savings, through increased income
associated with advertising, delivery models, infrastructure and assets.
Sustainable Growth and Opportunity net budget 2.376m, have proposed a total of
£0.134m of savings which is 5.6% of their budget
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Savings through increasing grant contributions to staffing, securing additional alternative
funding for arts projects and reduce Lambeth funded grants, charging the HRA for officer
time on commission services for the HRA and increasing income from discretionary preapplication and PPA income.
No Resource to Public Funds net budget £2.930m, have proposed a total of £0.200m of
savings which is 6.8% of their budget.



Budget reset £0.200m proposed savings, through recognition of ongoing underspend
based on current and projected demand levels.
Finance and Investment net budget £6.994m, have proposed a total of £0.390m of
savings which is 5.6% of their budget.



Savings through service redesign and staff changes in Financial Planning and Management
and Financial Transactional Services, technical adjustments, contract savings and review of
professional and consultancy services.

Financial Management
Revenue
2019/20 Revenue Q2 Forecast Position
2.17

The current position on the General Fund is a forecast overspend of £6.965m for 2019/20.
This continues to be managed down and progress is monitored by Management Board and
Cabinet. The forecast is shown in Table 4 below and the key pressures on budgets are
summarised below. A number of the forecast pressures are demand-led and are being
experienced by other councils across the country, including SEN, adult social care, and
children services.

2.18

Adult Social Care is forecasting an underspend of £0.056m. There is an underlying
pressure of £8.56m, partially offset by one off grant income, growth set aside to fund
transitions of clients from children’s services to adult social care and part of a social care
grant provided to fund adults and children’s social care. Although in year savings are on
track to be delivered, significant growth in care package costs across adult social care
continue to pressurise budgets. Most prominent areas of expenditure are in Integrated
Disabilities, where supported living and residential care costs continue to increase.
Although stabilised, the Older Person's service continues to overspend on homecare costs.

2.19

Children’s Services are forecasting an overspend £5.625m. This includes £3m on
placements with £2.2m relating to Children with Disabilities (CWD) due an increase in the
number of children in receipt of care. The £1.3m forecast overspend on Education and
Learning is predominately due to Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND)
transport, were the transport policy is being reviewed. There is a £1.1m forecast overspend
due to the delayed implementation of the new Children Centre model. It is expected that the
new model will be implemented by January 2020. Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) is also
forecast to be overspent with the main area of overspend relating to expenditure on SEND
students.

2.20

Resident Services are forecast to overspend by £1.232m; predominately made up of an
overspend of £1.098m for housing management and £1.899m for Business & Residential
Services, mitigated by the surplus on parking income.
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2.21

Sustainable Growth and Opportunity is forecasting an underspend of £0.114m.

2.22

Finance and Investment is forecasting an overspend of £0.430m.

2.23

Legal and Governance is forecasting an overspend if £0.048m.

2.24

Strategy and Communications is forecasting to breakeven.

Table 4 General Fund Forecast Outturn 2019/20

Directorate
Adults & Health
Children's Services
Resident Services
Sustainable Growth and Opportunity
NRPF
Finance and Investment
Legal and Governance
Strategy and Communications
Corporate Items
TOTAL - General Fund

2.25

Full Year
Budget
£m
81.533
68.188
73.239
2.549
2.920
7.845
3.646
1.841
45.986
287.747

FY
Forecast
£m
81.477
73.813
74.471
2.435
2.719
8.275
3.694
1.841
45.986
294.711

FY
Variance
£m
(0.056)
5.625
1.232
(0.114)
(0.201)
0.430
0.048
0
0
6.965

FY
Variance
%
0%
8%
2%
(4%)
(7%)
5%
1%
0%
0%
3%

The current financial performance of the council has been taken into consideration when
formulating the saving proposals, as confirmed in Section 2. We are confident that current
in-year pressures are being managed, and in light of the Chancellor Spending Round
announcements in respect of further additional one-off funding to support Adult Social Care
in 2020/21, the underlying pressures reported will be sufficiently mitigated, to allow time for
the new savings to be fully embedded. The savings that are being proposed have been
carefully considered across the council. The in-depth discussions have focussed on
grouping savings together to understand the full package on offer and what the potential
impacts and risk could be, so are able in a position before the savings are implemented to
mitigate these as far as practicably possible.

2019/20 Housing Revenue Account October 2019 Forecast Position
2.26

The Housing Revenue Account is projecting to breakeven
Table 5 Housing Revenue Account Forecast Outturn 2019/20

Housing Services (HRA)
Central HRA Budgets

Full Year
Budget
£m

FY
Forecast
£m

FY
Variance
£m

FY
Variance
%

62.306
(78.665)

65.461
(81.537)

3.155
(2.872)

5%
(4%)
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Strategic Programmes

16.359
0

TOTAL HRA

(284)
0

16.075
0

2%

2019/20 Capital Q2 Forecast Position
2.27

The Capital Investment Programme (CIP) is an amalgamation of both General Fund and
Housing Revenue Account capital schemes. This was set by the Council in February 2019
reflecting the resources that were known to be available at the time. Since the Budget
report in February 2019, the programme has now been re-profiled and updated with new
information including the addition of new projects and finalisation adjustments for others.
Table 6 CIP Forecast Outturn 2019/20 and Total Project Forecast (2019/20 to 2021/22)

Directorate
Adults &
Public Health
Children's
Services
Resident
Services
(GF)
Resident
Services
(HRA)
Sustainable
Growth &
Opportunity
Finance &
Investment
TOTAL

2.28

Total
2019/20 to
Total
Full Year
FY
FY
FY
2021/22
Project
Budget Forecast Variance Variance
Budget Forecast Variance Variance
£m
£m
£m
%
£m
£m
£m
%
1.349

1.272

(0.077)

(6%)

1.349

1.272

(0.077)

(6%)

1.115

0.137

(0.978)

(88%)

1.600

1.483

(0.117)

(7%)

76.490

52.159

24.331

(32%)

76.664

73.047

(3.617)

(5%)

53.214

44.240

8.974

(17%)

147.414

148.200

0.786

1%

115.062

65.745

(49.317)

(43%)

115.270

105.714

(9.556)

(8%)

27.152

14.468

(12.682)

(47%)

44.435

42.962

(1.473)

(3%)

274.381

178.022

96.359

(35%)

386.732

306.020

(80.712)

(4%)

It is expected that capital funding unspent within 2019/20 will roll forward to 2020/21,
subject to confirmation that the relevant capital project is progressing in a satisfactory
manner. Appendix 2 shows the analysis of this working CIP for the 3 years 2019/20 to
2021/22 by Borough Plan priorities and appendix 3 demonstrates how this 3-year CIP will
be financed.

Reserve Position and Forecast
2.29

The Reserves Strategy sets out the Council’s current approach to ensuring that the level,
purpose and planned use of its reserves are appropriate in the current financial climate.
Our overall approach is to use the financial strength of our balance sheet to help the
Council through a period of high risk caused by severe funding reductions and economic
stagnation.
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2.30

Brexit also has the likelihood of impacting on the economy. The potential impacts of an
increase in inflation and an economic slowdown have the potential to reduce local authority
revenue from business rates, parking income, events, new homes bonus and council tax. It
is therefore key that the council is prepared and ensures that reserves provide suitable
financial resilience.

2.31

Table 7 below confirms our current reserve forecast position to this financial year-end,
whilst also forecasting to 2024. The MTFS has set a reserve level of 10% of the net general
fund budget which will be built up over the life of the MTFS.
Table 7 2019/20 to 2023/24 Reserve Forecast
Forecast
Y/E 2019/20
£m

Forecast Y/E
Forecast
2020/21 Y/E 2021/22
£m
£m

Forecast
Forecast
Y/E 2022/23 Y/E 2023/24
£m
£m

General Fund Balances

22.927

22.927

22.927

22.927

22.927

General Fund Reserves
Total GF Balances &
Reserves
HRA Reserves
Total

29.848

28.231

28.437

28.705

28.964

52.775

51.158

51.364

51.632

51.891

24.889
77.664

25.100
76.258

25.100
76.464

25.100
76.732

25.100
76.991

3. London Business Rates Pool
3.1

Following the Spending Round announcement, it was confirmed that the implementation of
full 75% Business Rates Retention scheme would be postponed until April 2021 and that all
16 pilot pools (including London) will not continue in 2020/21. Lambeth was part of the
London Business Rates Pilot Pool in 2018/19 and 2019/20.

3.2

As the expected net benefits of the pool were treated as one-off and amounts not finalised
until after the close of each financial year, these amounts were not included in the cash limit
for planning proposes. As a result, there is no immediate impact on our medium-term
financial planning.

3.3

The pilot pool was voluntary and included all 32 London boroughs, the City of London
Corporation and the Greater London Authority. This group now intends to create a non-pilot
pool for the 67% retained Business Rates in order to increase the proportion of growth that
remains with the pool rather than as levy payments to central government as well as
preparation for the move to full 75% retention scheme to be introduced in 2021/22.

3.4

The estimated net benefit to the London pool is £25.4m with Lambeth’s share being £0.7m
and will again be treated as one-off.

3.5

The original pilot pool included a “no detriment” guarantee from central government, that is
no participating authority could be worse off than it would otherwise be. It is not anticipated
that the non-pilot pool can offer such guarantee, however, analysis shows that a significant
downturn across the pool of at least 4.8% would be needed for any one borough within the
pool to be worse off. For context, there have been average increases in rates of income
since the 2015/16.
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3.6

A pool has to be agreed by the Secretary of State and the outcome will be included in the
provisional local government finance settlement in December. Lambeth will have 28 days to
take a formal decision to take part or opt out.

4. FINANCE
4.1

This report is all about the Council’s financial position and the implications of this for service
planning and delivery.

5. LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY
5.1

This proposed key decision was entered in the Forward Plan on 3 June 2019 and the
necessary 28 clear days’ notice has been given. The report will be published for five clear
days before the decision is considered by Cabinet. Should it be approved, a further period
of five clear days, the call-in period, must then elapse before the decision becomes
effective. If the decision is called-in during this period, it cannot be enacted until the call-in
has been considered and resolved.

5.2

The Council has a duty to maintain a balanced budget throughout the year and,
accordingly, members are required to regularly monitor the Council's financial position. In
implementing the Council’s financial strategy for 2019/20 and subsequent years, members
will need to balance the proposed level of expenditure in discretionary areas of service
provision against that required to ensure that the Council complies with its statutory duties.

5.3

Section 28 of the Local Government Act 2003 imposes a duty on the Council to monitor its
budgets throughout the financial year, using the same figures for reserves as were used in
the original budget calculations. The Council must take necessary appropriate action to
deal with any deterioration in the financial position revealed by the review.

5.4

The Housing Revenue Account is a ring-fenced account. Transfers to and from the account
are prescribed.

5.5

In reaching decisions on these matters, members are bound by the general principles of
administrative law. Lawful discretions must not be abused or fettered, and all relevant
considerations must be taken into account. No irrelevant considerations may be taken into
account, and any decision made must not be such that no reasonable authority, properly
directing itself, could have reached. Members must also balance the interests of service
users against those who contribute to the Council’s finances. Monies may not be expended
thriftlessly and the full resources available to the Council must be deployed to their best
advantage. Members must always also act prudently and in a business-like manner.

5.6

In considering the advice of officers, and the weight to be attached to that advice, members
should have regard to the personal duties placed upon the Director of Finance (DoF) as
Chief Financial Officer. The Chief Financial Officer is required by Section 151 of the Local
Government Act 1972 and by the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 to ensure that the
Council’s budgeting, financial management, and accounting practices meet relevant
statutory and professional requirements. In the event that the Council’s overall financial
position worsens considerably during the remainder of 2018/19, the DoF will need to have
regard to the statutory obligations which are placed on her personally when deciding on any
particular actions to be recommended to Members to address her concerns.

5.7

This proposed key decision was entered in the Forward Plan on 08 June 2018 and the
necessary 28 clear days’ notice has been given. The report will be published for five clear
days before the decision is approved by Cabinet. A further period of five clear days, the
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call-in period, must then elapse before the decision is enacted. If the decision is called-in
during this period, it cannot be enacted until the call-in has been considered and resolved.
5.8

Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 sets out the public sector equality duty, i.e. that all
public bodies are under an obligation to have ‘due regard’ to eliminating unlawful
discrimination, advancing equality and fostering good relations in the contexts of age,
disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy, and maternity, marriage and civil partnership,
race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation

5.9

Section 149 (1)(b) of the Act states that: a public authority must, in the exercise of its
functions, have due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity between persons
who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it. Part of the
duty to have “due regard” where there is disproportionate impact will be to take steps to
mitigate the impact and the Council must demonstrate that this has been done, and/or
justify the decision, on the basis that it is a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate
aim. Accordingly, there is an expectation that a decision maker will explore other means
which have less of a disproportionate impact.

5.10

The Equality Duty must be complied with before and at the time that a particular policy is
under consideration or decision is taken – that is, in the development of policy options, and
in making a final decision. A public body cannot satisfy the Equality Duty by justifying a
decision after it has been taken.

6. CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION
6.1

This report has been produced with contributions throughout the council. Where proposals
involve changes in service provision or fees and charges, we aim to communicate and work
with residents and other stakeholders to ensure we make best use of the resources we
have to achieve the goals set out in the Borough Plan.

6.2

Where specific proposals give rise to the need for formal consultation then existing
consultation processes will be followed prior to implementation.

7. RISK MANAGEMENT
7.1

None for the purposes of this report.

8. EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Our Organisational Approach to Equalities
8.1

Lambeth Council has a firm political and organisation commitment to reducing inequality.
‘Achieving fairness for all’ is a commitment which is embedded within the current
administration’s political manifesto. The council’s four-year partnership strategy Future
Lambeth: Our Borough Plan for 2016-21, also emphasises the council’s ambition to make
Lambeth a stronger, fairer and more prosperous borough through inclusive growth;
reducing inequality; and building strong and sustainable neighbourhoods. It sets out a
range of priority outcomes relating to the strategic objective of reducing inequality.

8.2

The Lambeth Equality Commission, which reported in July 2016, also proposed a set of
areas that the council needs to focus on to reduce inequality in the borough. These were:



Tackling education underachievement
Tackling low pay and poor working conditions
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8.3

Council workforce leadership and diversity
Reducing the impact of crime on Lambeth’s young people

The council’s decisions about where to make savings; where to invest; and how to
transform services are informed by the strategic objectives and priorities set out in the
Borough Plan, and by the priorities recommendations areas set out by the Lambeth
Equality Commission. Furthermore, the council has prioritised those areas and functions
that will enable us to encourage economic growth, foster resilience, deliver care and foster
independence and create positive places and spaces for citizens and residents of Lambeth.

9. COMMUNITY SAFETY
9.1

None for the purpose of this report.

10. ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
Environmental implications
10.1

None for the purpose of this report.
Staffing and accommodation implications:

10.2

None for the purpose of this report.

11. TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
11.1

None
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